
KUWAIT: It’s either me or the back-
ground; never both. That’s the choice we’re
always stuck with when deciding which
way to set our smartphone cameras. 

Being the star of your selfie, as you
rightly should be, is all about capturing
every glam detail right down to those per-
fect lashes as you strike a pose. But using
the average portrait mode comes at a
price, so just forget about showing off the
beautiful scenery around you and leave it
to a blur.

For once, why can’t we have it all? For
those who dared to ask, Huawei has the
answer with its latest HUAWEI nova 3 -
the game-changing device that bids good-
bye to the smartphone selfie and upgrades
users to the era of the Artif icial

Intelligence (AI)-powered selfie.
The 24MP front AI-camera of the

HUAWEI nova 3 is able to distinguish a
human face from the background. The
camera instantly recognizes more than 200
scenarios across eight categories including
Blue Sky, Beach, Plants, Night, Stage and
Flower. After it processes what scene the
cameras are pointing at, the device will
apply beautification on the subjects and
also optimizations on the background.
Meanwhile, the 2MP secondary sensor
works in sync to capture depth and auto-
matically sets to enhance the best of the
background in a way that truly gives both
you and your audience an opportunity to
relive the moment all over again. Its pow-
erful algorithm also knows to apply beau-

tification to your face, making sure the
light falls in just the right places to accen-
tuate contours and conceal imperfections,
as well as adjust skin tones and facial
details by age and gender. 

An AI selfie mode
An AI-selfie mode acts much like your

very own professional robot photographer
and automatically adjusts all the settings to
snap your most flattering selfie on first go.
It knows to focus on your face - but it’s
also simultaneously calibrating settings to
bring out the best of your background,
creating not just a self-portrait but a living
moment that tells the story of your selfie.
This is important. Imagine returning from
that dream holiday in Switzerland with a

selfie that’s blurred out the beauty of the
stunning snow-covered Swiss Alps. Or if
you’re lying on a beach in the Maldives
only to capture a blue blur as your back-
ground instead of the crystal clear
turquoise blue waters reflecting the rays of
the sun at dawn. 

The harsh truth is that while a portrait
mode is great for your face, what’s to really
differentiate one selfie from another when
it’s all just a blur of hues in the back-
ground? Powered by Artificial Intelligence
(AI), the HUAWEI nova 3 boasts not one,
not two, but four cameras - 24 MP + 2 MP
dual AI selfie cameras on the front and 24
MP + 16 MP rear dual cameras. But unlike
other smartphones in portrait mode that
create a bokeh effect where a subject

remains in sharp focus while the back-
ground is blurred, the HUAWEI nova 3 just
knows to enhance not just your beauty but
also the beauty of your moment as a whole.

Whether you’re five or 50, selfies have
become an innate form of expression and
sharing in today’s time. Not only do they
reflect our confidence, passion and brav-
ery, but also empower us to show our own
unique superstar traits. So it’s about time
there’s a phone with a camera that’s intelli-
gent enough to allow for both subject and
background to be captured in perfect har-
mony to save the most stunning digital
record of your moment. Just as we always
aspire to soar towards our own personal
growth, so must our selfies from just-a-
portrait to AI-powered superstar status. 
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Forget about portrait mode, 
Huawei introduces AI selfie 

Smartphone with a front camera that doesn’t blur the background 

Chinese bitcoin 
mining rig 
makers aim to
raise billions in
HK IPOs 
HONG KONG: Three of the world’s
largest bitcoin mining equipment
makers plan to raise billions of dollars
with initial public offerings in Hong
Kong, even as other companies report
plunging demand for the chips needed
to make bitcoin and a halving in the
price of the cryptocurrency.

Soaring cryptocurrency prices last
year triggered a boom in demand for
specialist mining chips and in devel-
oping “mines” - facilities with thou-
sands of machines that create the
coins by solving complex mathemati-
cal puzzles.

Yet the US chipmaker Nvidia Corp
said this month that second-quarter
sales to crypto miners totalled just
$18 million, compared with $100 mil-
lion expected by analysts. Nvidia’s
chief financial officer, Colette Kress,
said she anticipated “no contribution”
to revenues from cryptocurrency in
coming months. That has raised con-
cerns about the upcoming Hong Kong
listings by three Chinese manufactur-
ers of bitcoin mining equipment,

Bitmain, Canaan Inc and Ebang
International Holdings.

The companies all design high-end
computer chips intended for mining
cryptocurrencies, particularly bitcoin,
and sell mining equipment containing
the chips. In addition, Bitmain mines
cryptocurrencies on its own account.
Companies like Nvidia also sell spe-
cialty chips used for mining.

“The marked decline in the price of
bitcoin since the start of the year is
likely to weigh on investors’ interest in
these companies,” said Benjamin
Quinlan, chief executive of financial
services consultancy Quinlan &
Associates. But, he added, “the fall in
the price of bitcoin from its peaks has
not been matched by an equivalent fall
in the numbers of people mining it.”

Bitcoin is currently trading at
$6,699, down 64 percent from its
December 2017 peak of $18,690.
Daily mining revenue was 77 percent
lower than in December, according to
Blockchain.info, a data analytics and
wallet provider.

“As the bitcoin price decreases, so
does the profitability of mining itself,
which decreases demand for mining
chips and miners,” said Wang Leilei, a
consultant at financial services con-
sultancy Kapronssia.

It is not just the price of bitcoin
that is causing worries. People close
to the IPOs said regulatory scrutiny
and a patchy performance by Hong
Kong offerings this year were addi-
tional concerns. — Reuters

DUBAI: Yuichi Ishizuka, President and CEO
of Canon Europe Middle East and Africa
(EMEA), a global provider of imaging tech-
nologies and services, visited Canon’s region-
al headquarters for the Middle East and
Central and North Africa located in Dubai,
United Arab Emirates (UAE). Ishizuka’s visit
comes just four months into his new leader-
ship role and emphasizes the region as a pri-
ority for Canon EMEA.

The visit reinforced Canon EMEA’s com-
mitment to the growth of the region’s imaging
industry by providing the latest technologies
in business and consumer imaging products
and solutions. The Middle East and Central
and North Africa are fast-developing markets
for Canon, especially with the rise of the local
tech and start-up scenes driven by the entre-

preneurial endeavors
of the youth that
make up the majority
of the population
across the region.
Various industries in
the private sector are
also seeking to adopt
digitization as a poli-
cy for seamless and
efficient business
operations, and imag-
ing technologies are
an integral part of this

operational transformation.
“The Middle East and Africa are important

growth markets for Canon. We are expanding
in these regions rapidly because businesses

and governments understand how imaging
technologies can enhance their global com-
petitiveness in a fast-evolving, digital world,”
said Ishizuka.

During his visit, Ishizuka toured Canon’s
newly opened Space360, an innovation-led,
collaborative space that connects minds and
drives creativity within the organization, and
also acts as an idea generation hub between
other like-minded entities. He also visited
Canon’s Innovation Centre which opened last
year as an evolved showroom concept to
provide businesses and other entities with a
live demonstration of Canon’s latest technolo-
gies. Canon EMEA contributes around one
third of Canon’s global sales revenue and
employs in the region of 17,000 people in 118
countries. 

Musk’s U-turn on Tesla deal
could intensify his legal, 
regulatory woes 
WASHINGTON: Tesla Inc Chief Executive Elon Musk’s decision to
abruptly abandon a plan to take his electric carmaker private will not
resolve his mounting regulatory and legal woes, and may even make
them worse, some securities lawyers said.

Explaining his reversal in a late-night blog post on Friday, the bil-
lionaire CEO said that taking the company private “would be even
more time-consuming and distracting than initially anticipated,” and
that “most of Tesla’s existing shareholders believe we are better off as
a public company.”

It was on Aug. 7 that Musk first surprised investors with his plan by
tweeting that he had “funding secured” for a go-private deal, which
would have had a value of $72 billion. In a separate tweet, he wrote:
“Investor support is confirmed.”

Musk and Tesla are facing investor lawsuits and a US Securities
and Exchange Commission investigation into the truthfulness of the
CEO’S Aug. 7 tweets, according to an Aug. 8 report by the Wall Street
Journal. The SEC declined to confirm that report to Reuters. A Tesla
spokesman declined to comment.

“The SEC will continue its investigation until it’s satisfied that it is
on top of the facts,” said Stephen Crimmins, an attorney with Murphy
& McGonigle who spent 14 years at the SEC, where he prosecuted
hundreds of securities cases.

“What happened on Friday will be of interest to the SEC because it
will allow them to probe whether Musk’s pulling back from the go-pri-
vate somehow indicates that he did not have a reasonable basis for his
statement. They will be asking questions of him and others involved in

the decision as to why he reversed course.”
Musk has stuck to his original statement that he believed a deal

was possible, and one person familiar with the discussions told
Reuters that Musk was serious about taking the carmaker private.

But acting in good faith may not be enough to help Musk escape
the regulator’s gaze. US securities law requires public company exec-
utives to have a “reasonable basis” on which to make representations
to the investing public, and that would likely be the focus of an SEC
probe, said three securities lawyers. — Reuters

SpaceX, Tesla and The Boring Company founder Elon Musk attends the
2018 SpaceX Hyperloop Pod Competition, in Hawthorne, California. — AFP

Facebook to
pull VPN app
from App Store
over data worry
SAN FRANCISCO: Facebook will pull
Onavo Protect virtual private network
application from the App Store after
getting word that it violates Apple’s data
collection rules, The Wall Street Journal
reported.

The free application creates an
encrypted VPN connection that routes
internet activity through computer
servers managed and secured by
Facebook. The app also alerts users
when sites they visit might be malicious.
Facebook is able to gather information
about how people use smartphones out-
side of the leading social network’s serv-
ices, potentially gleaning insights about
rivals or internet trends.

“We’ve always been clear when peo-
ple download Onavo about the informa-
tion that is collected and how it is used,”
a Facebook spokeswoman said. “As a

developer on Apple’s platform we follow
the rules they’ve put in place.” Facebook
did not comment regarding whether it is
removing Onavo from the App Store.

The Journal cited an unnamed person
close to the matter as saying the VPN
could be gone from the Apple digital
content shop by tomorrow.

Onavo has been in the App Store for
several years. Apple recently let
Facebook know that the app violated
updated data collection rules that bar
gathering information beyond that rele-
vant to the program or what was needed
to provide advertising, the Journal
reported. Discussions between compa-
nies last week led to Facebook agreeing
to voluntarily remove Onavo Protect
rather than have it booted from the App
Store by Apple, according to the report.

Onavo Protect’s description at the
App Store included saying that it “helps
keep you and your data safe when you
browse and share information on the
web.” Versions of the app installed on
iPhones will continue to work, but
Facebook will no longer be able to
update the program. Onavo Protect was
to remain available on smartphones
powered by Google-backed Android
software. — AFP 
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